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Extended Abstract 
The purpose of the present study is to test the following research questions: RQ1. How does individuals’ presence 

experience during exposure to 360° virtual nature differently affect the subjective evaluation of perceived restorativeness? 

RQ2. How does individuals’ presence experience during exposure to 360° virtual nature differently affect involuntary 

attention restoration as indicated by the modulation of auditory Mismatch Negativity (aMMN) and P3a amplitude?; RQ3. 

Will the ‘subjective’ self-reported and ‘objective’ event-related potential (ERP) responses be congruent? Based on attention 

restoration theory [1], nature can allow depleted directed attention to rest and restore by drawing involuntary attention that 

requires no efforts. According to previous ERP studies on the during-effect of meditation, long-term mediators showed 

significantly reduced aMMN [2] and P3a [3] amplitudes than non-mediators. Assuming that the differences in individual’s 

presence level would boost this meditation-like effect [4] and the aMMN would be attention-independent [5], we 

hypothesized that people with a high level of presence experience would have significantly increased perceived 

restorativeness scale (PRS) scores and reduced P3a responses to the natural virtual environment (VE) than those with a low 

level of presence experience. 

A total of forty healthy volunteers (22 males), aged 19 to 36 years (M = 23.78, SE = .56), were enrolled in this experiment. 

The 360° nature video was chosen from Google YouTube and then edited (Size: 4K, 3840 × 1920 pixels; Running time: 5 

m 53 s). While actively viewing the video with LG VR glasses compatible with a LG G5 smartphone on, participants were 

guided to concentrate only on the give visual task and to ignore task-irrelevant incoming sounds via headphones. A passive 

auditory oddball paradigm was designed to last for 5 m 30 s and composed of 750-Hz standard (180 trials; 75 dB) and 1000-

Hz deviant (60 trials; 75 dB) tones and the inter-stimulus-interval randomly presented between 1000 ms and 1300 ms. After 

the video ended, all participants were asked to fill out the PRS [6] and presence questionnaires [7, 8]. 

An independent samples t-test was performed to compare the PRS scores and MMN/P3a complex amplitudes between 

the two groups divided by a median split on the presence scale: (1) low-presence group [If PQ =< 84, N = 21; M = 72.90, SE 

= 2.39] and (2) high-presence group [If 84 < PQ, N = 19; M = 97.63, SE = 2.02]. It was found that when viewing the natural 

VE, the high presence group (M = 110.84, SE = 5.59) showed significantly higher PRS scores than the low presence group 

(M = 92.57, SE = 4.83), t (38) = - 2.487, p < .05), but both aMMN [t (38) = .808, NS] and P3a [t (38) = .930, NS] amplitudes 

were not significantly lower in the high presence group. 

In conclusion, individual’s presence experience failed to strengthen the restorative effect of exposure to virtual nature, 

and their self-reported and ERP responses to virtual nature experience appeared to be incongruent. These findings might be 

explained by the possibility of unsatisfied full sensorial richness or satisfied presence sensation in the 360° VE. 
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